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Abstract

A promising way to model the global behavior of a web service composition is to characterize the set of

conversations among the participating web services. A conversation protocol specifies the desired global behaviors of a

web service composition. The realizability problem is to decide whether, given a conversation protocol, a web service

composition can be synthesized which generates exactly the same set of conversations specified by the protocol. This

is a key problem in the top-down specification of the web service compositions. In our earlier work, we developed

sufficient conditions for realizability of conversation protocols based on a model which abstracts the contents of the

messages. The present paper extends our earlier work by allowing message contents to be used in the realizability

analysis. We show that taking the message contents into account yields more accurate analysis. To overcome the

state-space explosion caused by the message contents, we propose symbolic analysis techniques for the realizability

conditions. In addition, we show that the analysis of one of the realizability conditions—the autonomy condition—can

be done using an iterative refinement approach.

Index Terms

Web service composition, verification, conversation protocol, messages, realizability, asynchronous communication

I. INTRODUCTION

Constructing highly dependable web service compositions is a challenging task because of their distributed

nature. At the same time, without ensuring the dependability of the web service compositions it would not be

advisable to use the web services framework in critical applications. Recently, automated verification of web service

compositions has attracted significant attention in order to address this problem (e.g., [6], [8], and [20]). However,

application of the automated verification techniques to web services is not trivial. One challenge is the establishment

of a formal modeling and specification framework for web service compositions. There are numerous competing

standards for composition of web services (e.g. BPEL4WS [2], WSCI [21], OWL-S [5]), which complicates this

task. Additionally, certain characteristics of web services cause important problems. For example, asynchronous

communication (supported by messaging platforms such as Java Message service (JMS) [17] and Microsoft Message

Queuing service (MSMQ) [19]) may significantly increase the complexity of many verification problems, and in

some cases make the problems undecidable [7].

An emerging paradigm of web service composition is to use “conversations” to describe interactions among

participating web services ([13], [14], [1], [4], and [7]). A core idea common in these models is the use of finite

state machines to represent some aspects of the global composition process. The state machines can involve two

parties ([13] and [14]) or multi-parties ([4] and [7]), and may describe the global composition process directly ([13],

[14], [4], and [7]) or may specify its local views ([1], [4], and [7]).

In our previous work reported in [4] and [7], we established a conversation oriented framework to specify

web service compositions and reason about their global behaviors. Each participant (peer) of a composition is

characterized using a finite state automaton (FSA), with the set of input/output message classes (without message
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contents) as the FSA alphabet. To capture asynchronous communication, each peer is equipped with a FIFO queue

to store incoming messages. The behaviors generated by a composition of peers can be characterized using the set

of message sequences (conversations) exchanged among peers. Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) is naturally extended

to this conversation based framework [7] and can be used to specify desired system goals such as “when a cancel

request arrives, eventually the server should respond with a cancel confirmation message”.

In general, there are two different ways to specify a web service composition:

1) The bottom-up approach (favored by many industry standards including WSDL [22] and BPEL4WS [2]) in

which each participant of the composition is specified first and then the composed system is studied; and

2) The top-down approach (e.g., conversation policies [13] and Message Sequence Charts [18], [6]) in which

the set of desired message events is specified and detailed peer implementations are left blank.

In [4] we generalized the notion of a conversation policy from two peers to arbitrary number of peers, and proposed

the notion of a conversation protocol. Although the expressive power of a conversation protocol is weaker than

that of the bottom-up approach, the top-down approach provides an advantage in that verification of composition

properties can better utilize existing algorithms and tools developed in the verification community [4].

A conversation protocol is not always realizable, in the sense that there may not exist any peer implementations

whose composition generates exactly the same set of conversations as specified by the protocol. In [7] we proposed

sufficient conditions for realizability. The three realizability conditions proposed in [7] restrict control flows of a

conversation protocol, and when these three conditions are satisfied, the projections of the protocol to each peer

are guaranteed to be a realization of the protocol. One advantage of the realizability analysis is that it avoids the

undecidability problem of verification that is inherent in the asynchronous communication (with queues) model for

finite state machines [3].

Our realizability analysis results lead to a 3-step specification and verification strategy:

1) A web service composition is specified using a realizable conversation protocol.

2) Desired LTL properties are verified on the conversation protocol.

3) The conversation protocol is projected to each peer, and the composition of these peer implementations will

preserve the LTL properties that are previously verified.

While the framework presented in [4] and [7] introduces the concepts of conversation protocols and realizability

conditions, that model does not capture contents of messages (and thus the data semantics). As a result, the

framework is too weak to be effective for analyzing and verification of practical web service applications. Naturally,

it is interesting to raise the following question:

Can the realizability analysis in [7] be extended to a model that captures data semantics in conversation

protocols?

The main technical contributions of the present paper is to give a positive answer to the above question. We

first extend the finite state (Mealy) model of web services to “guarded automata” over messages with contents. A

message class in this extended model can have a finite set of attributes with static data types (integer, Boolean,
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enumerated, or character). A guarded automaton extends a finite state machine with “guards” on the transitions;

a guard is an expression that can allow/disallow a transition, and manipulate message contents (i.e., values of

the message attributes). Similar to the approaches in [4] and [7], guarded automata can be used to model both

conversation protocols and individual web services.

Given a conversation protocol represented by a guarded automaton, we define its “skeleton” to be the standard

(i.e., guardless) version generated from the guarded protocol by removing all message contents and guards. One

interesting question is whether the realizability of the skeleton implies the realizability of the original conversation

protocol (with guards). This paper answers the above questions, in particular, we show that the realizability of the

conversation protocols and their skeletons do not imply each other. However, we develop an additional realizability

condition such that if a conversation protocol satisfies this extra condition and its skeleton is realizable, then the

conversation protocol itself is also realizable. We also provide symbolic analysis techniques to relax the realizability

conditions.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief review of the realizability analysis

presented in [7] for content-less messages. Section 3 defines the notion of a guarded automaton and extends it

to both conversation protocols and web services compositions. Section 4 discusses the conversion between the

top-down (conversation protocols) and bottom-up (web service composition) specification approaches. Some of the

procedures developed in Section 4 forms the basis for the symbolic analysis techniques described later. Section

5 presents some initial results for the realizability analysis of conversation protocols with finite domains. Section

6 introduces a light-weight skeleton analysis for conversation protocols. Section 7 includes the error-trace guided

analysis for the autonomy condition which uses an iterative refinement strategy. Section 8 concludes the paper.

II. REALIZABILITY ANALYSIS FOR CONVERSATION PROTOCOLS WITHOUT MESSAGE CONTENTS

In [7] we presented realizability analysis results for conversation protocols without message contents, i.e., the

data semantics are abstracted away. In this section, we give a brief (and informal) review of the model and the

realizability conditions in [7].

An important aspect of our model for web service composition is the asynchronous communication semantics. We

assume that each peer has a FIFO message queue to store incoming messages. Each message queue is unbounded

and reliable. When a message is sent it is inserted to the message queue of the receiver. The receiver can receive

the message only when the message reaches the front end of the message queue. Intuitively, a “conversation” is

the sequence of messages in the order they are sent. For example, assume that a service A sends a message α to

another service B, shortly after a third service C sends a message β to a fourth service D, and then all services

terminate successfully. The conversation generated by this composition execution is αβ. Note that, the orderings of

receive actions are not specified in a conversation. In other words, it cannot be inferred from the conversation αβ

that B reads the message α before D reads β. The receiving actions are completely determined by the individual

services.

We start with the following three examples to motivate the discussion of realizability. Fig. 1 shows three
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αA→B

βC→D

αA→B

γC→A

αA→B βB→A

αA→B

γB→C

βB→A

(a) Pa (b) Pb (c) Pc

Fig. 1. Three Unrealizable Conversation Protocols

conversation protocols over four peers A, B, C, and D. The protocol Pa involves all four peers, while the protocols

Pb and Pc only involve A, B, and C. Each conversation protocol is shown as a finite state automaton (FSA) whose

initial (denoted with an incoming edge with no source) and final (denoted with a double circle) states are explicitly

identified. The language accepted by each FSA corresponds to the desired set of conversations specified by that

conversation protocol. The subscript “X → Y ” for a message class denotes that the messages in that class are sent

by the peer X and received by the peer Y . Clearly, the protocols Pa and Pb allow only single conversations αβ,

and respectively αγ, while the protocol Pc defines the following conversation set: {αβ, βαγ}.

The three conversation protocols in Fig. 1 are not realizable. The conversation protocol Pa is not realizable because

any implementation of peers A, B, C, D which generates the conversation αβ will also generate the conversation

βα since peer C cannot know if α is sent or not before it sends β. Similarly, Pb is not realizable since it does

not allow the conversation γα that can be generated by any implementation of the protocol. The protocol Pc in

Fig. 1(c) is more interesting. In an execution of this protocol, peers A and B can take the left and the right

branches of the protocol (respectively), unaware that the other peer is taking a different branch. The following

execution demonstrates this behavior: A first sends the message α, and α is stored in the queue of B; then B

sends the message β, and β is stored in the queue of A. Peers A and B consume (i.e., receive) the messages in

their respective queues, and finally B sends the message γ. Hence the conversation αβγ is produced by the peer

implementations. However, this conversation is not specified by the conversation protocol Pc in Fig. 1(c).

In [7], we proposed three realizability conditions for conversation protocols (without message contents) which

ensure realizability:

1) Lossless join: A conversation protocol satisfies the lossless join condition if its conversation set is equal to the

join of its projections to each peer. Here the terms join and projection are borrowed from relational database theory.

The projection of a conversation to a peer is the message sequence generated from the conversation by removing all

unrelated messages to that peer. For example, consider the conversation αβ defined by the protocol Pa in Fig. 1(a).

Its projection to peer A is α (where message β is removed from the conversation because A is neither its sender

nor its receiver), similarly, the projection of αβ to C is β. Given a set of languages (one language for each peer),

the join of them includes all conversations whose projection to each peer is included in the language for that peer.

For example, the join of the four languages {α}, {α}, {β}, {β} (for A, B, C, and D respectively) results in the
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set {αβ, βα}. This set contains all the conversations which when projected to A and B are included in the set {α},

and when projected to C and D are included in the set {β}. A conversation protocol is said to to be a lossless join

if its conversation set is the join of its projections to all peers. For example, if we project the conversation set {αβ}

of Pa to all peers, we get the four languages {α}, {α}, {β}, {β}. When we construct the join of these languages,

the resulting set is {αβ, βα}. Hence, the protocol Pa is not a lossless join, i.e., it does not satisfy the lossless join

condition. However, it can be verified that the conversation protocols Pb and Pc in Fig. 1(b) and (c) satisfy the

lossless join condition. It is shown in [9] that lossless join condition is a necessary condition for realizability.

2) Synchronous compatibility: A conversation protocol satisfies the synchronous compatibility condition if it can

be implemented using synchronous communication semantics without generating a state in which a peer is ready

to send a message while the corresponding receiver is not ready to receive that message. This condition can be

checked as follows: i) Project the FSA describing the protocol to each peer by replacing all the transitions labeled

with messages for which that peer is not the sender or the receiver with ε-transitions (empty moves), ii) determinize

the resulting automaton, iii) generate a product automaton by combining the determinized projections based on the

synchronous communication semantics (i.e., corresponding send and receive transitions are taken simultaneously),

and finally iv) check if there is a state in the product automaton where a peer is ready to send a message while the

corresponding receiver is not ready to receive that message.

Consider the conversation protocol Pb in Fig. 1(b). The projection of this protocol to peer A does not change

any of the transitions, whereas the projection to B replaces the transition labeled with γ by an ε-transition, and the

projection to C replaces the transition labeled with α by an ε-transition. After the determinization, the automaton for

peer C consists of one initial and one final state, and a single transition labeled γ from the initial state to the final

state. When we generate the automaton which is the product of the projections, in the initial state of the product

automaton, peer C is ready to send the message γ but the receiver, i.e., A, is not yet ready to receive the message.

Hence, the conversation protocol Pb does not satisfy the synchronous compatibility condition. On the other hand,

the conversation protocols Pa and Pc in Fig. 1(a) and (c) satisfy the synchronous compatibility condition.

3) Autonomy: A conversation protocol satisfies the autonomy condition if at every state, each peer is able to do

exactly one of the following: send a message, receive a message, or terminate. Note that a state may have multiple

transitions corresponding to different send operations for a peer, and this does not violate the autonomy condition.

Similarly, a peer can have multiple receive transitions from the same state. However, the autonomy condition is

violated if there are two (or more) transitions originating from a state such that one of them is a send operation

and another one is a receive operation for the same peer. For example, consider the conversation protocol Pc in

Fig. 1(c). The two transitions labeled α and β originating from the initial state violate the autonomy condition.

The transition labeled α corresponds to a send operation for A, whereas the transition labeled β corresponds to a

receive operation for A. The conversation protocols Pa and Pb in Fig. 1(a) and (b) satisfy the autonomy condition.

In [7] we showed that a conversation protocol (without message content) is realizable if it satisfies all three

realizability conditions listed above. We also showed that if a conversation protocol satisfies these three realizability
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Fig. 2. The Composition Schema and the Conversation Protocol for a Simplified Warehouse Example

conditions, its projections to the peers will generate the same conversation set specified by the protocol.

III. THE GUARDED AUTOMATA MODEL

In this section we present a formal model, called the “guarded automata” model, for conversations with message

contents. As we mentioned earlier, composite web services can be specified using either the top-down or the bottom-

up approach. In this section, both specification approaches are based on the guarded automata, which allow message

classes to have contents and use guards to manipulate data semantics. The guarded automata model subsumes the

finite state automata or Mealy model (which hides message contents) used in [4], [7]. In fact, if the messages

have no contents and all the guards in a guarded automaton are set to true then a guarded automaton is actually a

finite state (Mealy) machine. We begin this section by defining the composition schema, then we present the formal

models for the top-down and bottom-up specification approaches, namely, conversation protocols and web service

compositions.

A. Composition Schema

In this paper, we assume that once the composition of a set of web services is determined, the structure of

composition is fixed from then on. We use the notion “composition schema” to define the structure of a composition.

A composition schema includes the information about peers, message classes, and the message domains for each

message class.

Definition 3.1: A composition schema is a tuple (P, M, Σ) where P is a finite set of peers, M is a finite set of

message classes, and Σ is the set of messages. Each message class c ∈ M has a finite set of attributes which has a

static data type. A message m ∈ Σ is an instance of message class. Thus the message alphabet Σ can be defined

as follows:

Σ =
⋃

c∈M

{c} × DOM(c),
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where DOM(c) is the domain of the message class c. Notice that Σ may be a finite or infinite set, which is determined

by the domain of message classes.

Example 3.1: The diagram on the left side of Fig. 2 illustrates a composition schema which consists of three

peers, Store, Bank, and Warehouse. Instances of message classes such as Order, Bill, and Payment, are transmitted

among these three peers. In the remainder of this section, we assume that the message classes Bill, Payment, and

Receipt have two integer attributes id and amount, and all other message classes in Fig. 2 have a single integer

attribute id. A message, i.e., an instance of a message class, is written in the following form: “class(contents)”.

For example, B(100, 2000) stands for a Bill message whose id is 100 and amount is 2000. Here Bill is represented

using its capitalized first letter B. Obviously for message class Receipt, its domain is N × N , where N is the set

of integers.

B. Conversation Protocol

Given a composition schema, the design of a web service composition can be specified using a conversation

protocol, in a top-down fashion. A conversation protocol is a guarded automaton, which specifies the desired global

behaviors of the web service composition. Its formal definition is as below.

Definition 3.2: A conversation protocol is a tuple 〈(P, M, Σ),A〉, where (P, M, Σ) is a composition schema, and

A is a guarded automaton (GA) defined in the following. The guarded automaton A is a tuple (M, Σ, T, s, F, δ)

where M and Σ are the set of message classes and messages respectively, T is a finite set of states, s ∈ T is the

initial state, F ⊆ T is a set of final states, and δ is the transition relation. Each transition τ ∈ δ is in the form of

τ = (s, (c, g), t), where s, t ∈ T are the source and the destination states of τ , c ∈ M is a message class and g is

the guard of the transition. During a run of a guarded automaton, a transition is taken only if the guard evaluates

to true.

Formally a guard g is a predicate of the following form:

g(ATTR(c′), ATTR(M in
i ∪ Mout

i ))

where ATTR(c′) are the attributes of the message that is being sent, and ATTR(M in
i ∪Mout

i ) are the attributes of the

latest instances of the message classes that are received or sent by peer pi, where pi is the sender of message class

c (if for a message class there is no instance received or sent yet, then attribute values for that message class are

undefined). For example, in Fig. 2, the guard of the transition to send Order is: Order.id’ = Order.id+1. The guard

express the semantics to increment the value of the attribute id by 1 whenever a new Order message is sent. Notice

that in a transition guard, the primed form of an attribute refers to the value of the attribute in the message that

will be sent, and the non-primed form refers to the value of the attribute in the latest instance of the corresponding

message. With the use of primed forms of variables, the “=” symbols in guards stand for the “equality” instead of

“assignment”. Thus declarative semantics (instead of procedural semantics) here allows convenient application of

model checking tools.
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Example 3.2: By studying the semantics of transition guards in Fig. 2, it is not hard to see that the conversation

protocol in Fig. 2 describes the following desired message exchange sequence of the simplified warehouse example:

an Order is sent by Store to Warehouse, and then Warehouse sends a Bill to Bank. The Bank either responds with

a Payment or rejects with a Fail message. Finally Warehouse issues a Receipt or a Cancel message. The guards

determine the contents of the messages. For example, the id and amount of each Payment must match those of the

latest Bill message.

The language accepted by a guarded automaton can be naturally defined by extending standard finite state

automaton semantics. Given a GA A = (M, Σ, T, s, F, δ), a run of A is a path which traverses from the initial

state s to a final state in F . A message sequence w ∈ Σ∗ is accepted by A if there exists a corresponding run. For

example, it is not hard to infer that the following is a word accepted by the GA in Fig. 2:

O(0), B(0, 100), P(0, 100), R(0, 100), O(1), B(1, 200), F(1), C(1)

Given a conversation protocol P = 〈(P, M, Σ),A〉, its language is defined as L(P) = L(A).

Notice that based on the definition of guards, a conversation protocol is only able to remember the attributes of

the last sent message for each message class. We do not think this is an important restriction based on the web

services we studied. More information about the sent and received messages can be stored in the states of the

conversation protocol. Another approach would be to extend the guard definition so that the guards can refer to

the last ` instances of each message class where ` is a fixed integer value. Such an extension would not effect the

results we will discuss in the following sections.

C. Web Service Composition

Bottom-up specified web service compositions is also built on the GA model, however, the GA used to describe

a peer is slightly different than the one used to describe a conversation protocol. The formal definition is given

below.

Definition 3.3: A web service composition is a tuple S = 〈(P, M, Σ),A1, . . . ,An〉, where (P, M, Σ) is the

composition schema, n = |P |, and for each i ∈ [1..n], Ai is the peer implementation for pi ∈ P . Each Ai is a tuple

(Mi, Σi, ti, si, Fi, δi) where Mi, Σi, ti, si, Fi, and δi denote the set of message classes, set of messages, set of states,

initial state, final states, and transition relation, respectively. A transition τ ∈ δi can be one of the following three

types: a send transition (t, (!α, g1), t
′), a receive transition (t, (?β, g2), t

′), and an ε-transition (t, (ε, g3), t
′), where

t, t′ ∈ Ti, α ∈ Mout
i , β ∈ M in

i , and g1, g2, and g3 are predicates in the forms g(ATTR(α′), ATTR(M in
i ∪ Mout

i )),

g(ATTR(β′), ATTR(M in
i ∪ Mout

i )), and g(ATTR(M in
i ∪ Mout

i )), respectively.

The send and receive transitions are denoted using symbols “!” and “?”, respectively. In an ε-transition, the guard

determines if the transition can take place based on the contents of the latest message for each message class related

to that peer. For a receive transition (t, (?β, g), t′), its guard determines whether the transition can take place based

on the contents of the latest messages (i.e., the ATTR(M in
i ∪Mout

i ) in the formula of g) as well as the message at

the queue head (i.e., the ATTR(β′)). Notice that, even if the message at the queue is of class β, it is still possible that
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Fig. 3. A Realization of the Conversation Protocol in Fig. 2

the peer gets stuck because the contents of the queue head might not satisfy the predicate g. For a send transition

(t, (!α, g), t′), the guard g determines not only the transition condition but also the contents of the message being

sent (i.e., the ATTR(α′)). For example, Fig. 3 shows a web service composition which realizes the conversation

protocol in Fig. 2. Note that, if the guard for a transition is not shown, then it means that the guard is “true”.

The conversations produced by a web service composition can be defined similarly as the language accepted by

a guarded automaton. However, one important difference is that the effect of queues has to be taken into account.

To characterize the formal semantics of a conversation, we need to define the notion of global configuration of

a web service composition. A global configuration is used to capture a “snapshot” of the whole system. Generally,

a global configuration contains the information about the local state, queue contents for each peer, as well as the

latest sent and received copies for each message class (s.t. guards can be evaluated). The initial configuration of a

web service composition is obviously the one where each peer is in its initial state, each FIFO queue is empty, and

the latest copies for each message class are the constant “undefined value”. Similarly, a final global configuration

is a configuration where each peer stays in a final state, and each peer queue is empty. Then a run of a web service

composition can be defined as a sequence of global configurations, which starts from the initial configuration and

ends with a final configuration. Between each pair of neighboring configurations ci and ci+1 in a complete run,

ci evolves into ci+1 by taking one action by a peer. This action can be a send, receive (from queue), or ε action

which corresponds to a transition in that peer GA. Obviously, for this action to take place, the associated guard of

that transition must be satisfied. A conversation is a message sequence, for which there is a corresponding run.

Now given both the definitions of conversation protocols and web service compositions, we can define the notion

of realizability that relates them.

DEFINITION. Let C(S) denote the set of conversations of a web service composition S. We say S realizes a

conversation protocol P if C(S) = L(P).
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IV. CONVERSION BETWEEN TOP-DOWN AND BOTTOM-UP SPECIFICATIONS

Since a composite web service has two specification approaches: top-down specified conversation protocol, and

bottom-up specified web service composition. One interesting question is: can we convert from one specification

approach to the other? In this section we present two related operations, namely “projection” and “Cartesian

product”. The projection of a conversation protocol defines a web service composition, and the Cartesian product

of a web service composition defines a conversation protocol. However, notice that the projection of a top-down

conversation protocol is not guaranteed to generate exactly the same set of conversations as specified by the protocol.

Similarly, the Cartesian product of a bottom-up web service composition is not guaranteed to specify all the possible

conversations that can be generated by that web service composition. Only when additional sufficient conditions

(presented in Section 4) are satisfied, can projection and Cartesian product be used to convert from one specification

approach to the other, without loss of semantics. Another interesting observation is that projection in the GA model

is more complex than that of the standard FSA model. This makes the symbolic realizability analysis much more

challenging in the GA model.

A. Cartesian Product

Let S = (〈(P, M, Σ),A1, . . . ,An〉 be a web service composition, where for each i ∈ [1..n], Ai is a tuple

(Mi, Σi, Ti, si, Fi, δi). The Cartesian product of all peers in S is a GA A′ = (M, Σ, T ′, s′, F ′, δ′), where each

state t′ ∈ T ′ is a tuple (t1, . . . , tn), such that for each i ∈ [1..n], ti is a state of peer Ai. The initial state s′ of A′

corresponds to the tuple (s1, . . . , sn), and a final state in F′ corresponds to a tuple (f1, . . . , fn) where for each

i ∈ [1..n], fi is a final state of Ai. Let ρ map each state t′ ∈ T ′ to the corresponding tuple, and further let ρ(t′)[i]

denote the i’th element of ρ(t′). For each pair of states t and t′ in T ′, a transition (t, (m, g′), t′) is included in δ′i

if there exists two transitions (ti, (!m, gi), t
′
i) ∈ δi and (tj , (?m, gj), t

′
j) ∈ δj such that

1) (sending and receiving peers take the send and receive transitions simultaneously) ρ(t)[i] = ti, ρ(t′)[i] = t′i,

ρ(t)[j] = tj , ρ(t′)[j] = t′j , and for each k 6= i ∧ k 6= j, ρ(t′)[k] = ρ(t)[k], and

2) (both guards need to hold) g′ = gi ∧ gj , and g′ is satisfiable.

Clearly, by the above definition, the construction of the Cartesian product can start from the initial state of the

product (which corresponds to the tuple of initial states of all peers), then iteratively include new transitions and

states. From a state in the product, a transition is added to point to another destination state, only if there is a pair of

peers which execute the corresponding send and receive actions simultaneously, from the source state. Obviously,

the construction can always terminate because the number of transitions and states of all peers is finite. However,

different than the Cartesian product construction for the FSA model, the algorithm here requires the ability to decide

the satisfiability of symbolic constraints. In addition, to apply Cartesian product, none of the peer implementation

can have ε transitions. We will present the algorithm to remove ε transitions later in this section.
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A

C

B
g1 ≡≡≡≡ a3.v’ = 0

g2 ≡≡≡≡ a3.v’ = a3.v + 1

g3 ≡≡≡≡ a3.v ≠ 0

g4 ≡≡≡≡ a3.v = 0

a0

a3 [g2]

c1

c2

a3 [g5]

a1 [g3]

a3 [g1]

a2 [g4]

a4

a3

a0a1a2

c1
c2

a4

g5 ≡≡≡≡ a3.v’ = a3.v - 1

Fig. 4. The Infinite Content (IC) Conversation Protocol for Example 4.1

B. Projection

Projection of a GA conversation protocol is complex and interesting. For example, a GA conversation protocol

with an infinite message alphabet may not always have an “exact” projection. However, if its message alphabet

is finite, a GA conversation protocol is always guaranteed an “exact” projection, although the cost may be high.

We introduce the “exact” projection algorithm for GA conversation protocols with finite message alphabet. Several

“coarse” algorithms are also presented, where accuracy is traded for efficiency. Notice that the coarse algorithms

work for both infinite and finite message alphabet cases.

Definition 4.1: A conversation protocol P = 〈(P, M, Σ),A〉 is called an Infinite Content (IC) conversation

protocol if Σ is an infinite set; otherwise P is an Finite Content (FC) conversation protocol. Similarly a guarded

automata is either an IC-GA or FC-GA and a web service composition is either an IC composition or a FC

composition.

In the following, we show that an IC conversation protocol may not have an exact projection, i.e., when its

conversation set is projected to a peer, the projection may not be a regular language.

Example 4.1: Fig. 4 presents an IC conversation protocol (let it be P) which involves three peers A, B, C.

Message class a3 contains a single infinite-domain integer attribute v (used as an counter), and other message

classes do not have message contents. The desired message exchange sequence, as described by P , proceeds as

follows. Initially peer A sends an a3 message, and initializes its attribute v as 0. Then A sends a0 to request C

to start sending c1 messages. For each c1 from C, peer A sends one a3 to B, and increments the counter of a3

by 1. Peer C may nondeterministically decide when to end the sending of c1, and the message c2 is used to mark

this end. After message c2 is received, peer A starts to send a sequence of a1 messages to C. The number of a1

messages will be exactly the same as c1. This is implemented by decrementing the counter of a3 message until it

reaches the value 0. Hence, each conversation w ∈ L(P) must be of the following form, where n is the number of

c1 and a1 being sent in the conversation:

a3a0(c1a3)
nc2(a1a3)

na2a4.

It is not hard to see that the projection of L(P) to peer C, i.e., πC(L(P)) is the set {a0c1
nc2a1

na2 | n ≥ 0},
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Procedure ProjectGA(〈(P, M, Σ),A〉, i): GA

Begin

Let A′ = (M, Σ, T, s0, F, δ) be a copy of A.

Substitute each (q1, (a, g1), q2) where a 6∈ Mi with (q1, (ε, g′

1), q2).

Substitute each (q1, (a, g2), q2) where a ∈ Min
i with (q1, (?a, g′

2), q2).

Substitute each (q1, (a, g3), q2) where a ∈ Mout
i with (q1, (!a, g′

3), q2).

// The generation of g′

1 , g′

2 and g′

3 uses either Coarse Processing 1 or Coarse Processing 2.

// Coarse Processing 1:

// g′

1 = g′

2 =“true”, and g ′

3 = g3 .

// Coarse Processing 2:

// g′

1 , g′

2 are the predicates generated from g1 , g2 (resp.),

// by eliminating unrelated message attributes via existential quantification.

// g′

3 = g3 .

return A′ .

End

Fig. 5. Coarse Projection of Guarded Automata

which is obviously a context free language. However, since none of the messages (sent or received) by peer C have

message contents, any GA with the alphabet of C is essentially a standard FSA, and it cannot accept πC(L(P)),

which is not regular.

For FC conversation protocols, it is always possible to construct a corresponding projected composition SPROJ
P

where each peer implementation of SPROJ
P is an “exact” projection of P . Formally, the result is presented in the

following theorem.

Theorem 4.2: For each FC conversation protocol P , there exists an FC web service composition S = 〈(P, M, Σ),

A1, . . . ,An〉 where for each i ∈ [1..n]: L(Ai) = πi(L(P)).

Proof: Let P = 〈(P, M, Σ),A〉 where n = |P |. Since Σ is finite, we can easily construct a standard FSA

A′ from A such that L(A′) = L(A), where the alphabet of A′ is the message alphabet Σ of A. The construction

of A′ is essentially an exploration of all reachable global configurations of A. Again, notice that since Σ is finite,

the number of global configurations of A is finite, hence the size of A′ is finite. Now project A′ to each peer, and

let them be A′
1, . . . ,A

′
n, respectively. Obviously, each of the standard FSA A′

1, . . . ,A
′
n can be converted into an

equivalent GA by associating dummy guards with each transition.

Based on Theorem 4.2, we have the following definition for exact projection.

Definition 4.2: Given an FC conversation protocol P , let S = 〈(P, M, Σ), A1, . . . ,An〉 be the corresponding

web service composition given in the proof of Theorem 4.2. S is called the (exact) projected composition of P ,

written as SPROJ
P .

The construction of SPROJ
P (as shown in Theorem 4.2), however, can be very costly—it requires essentially

a reachability analysis of the state space of the FC conversation protocol. In Fig. 5, we present a light-weight

projection algorithm, which is not “exact”, but works for both FC and IC conversation protocols.
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Given the input of GA protocol and the peer to project to, the coarse projection algorithm in Fig. 5 simply replaces

each unrelated transition with ε-transitions, and adds “!” and “?” for send and receive transitions respectively.

The algorithm provides two different levels of “coarse processing”. In Coarse Processing 1, the guards of the

ε-transitions and receive transitions are essentially dropped (by setting them to “true”), and the guards of the send

transitions remain the same. In Coarse Processing 2, existential quantification is used to eliminate the unrelated

message attributes from guards. The following example illustrate the point of existential quantification.

Example 4.3: Given a GA conversation protocol on three peers p1, p2 and p3. Let τ = (t, (m1, g), t′) be a

transition in the protocol, where m1 ∈ Mout
3 ∩ M in

1 , m2 6∈ M1, and

g ≡ m1.id + m2.id < 3 ∧ m2.id > 0.

We assume that m1.id and m2.id are both of integer type. During the projection to peer p1, if τ is being processed

using Coarse Processing 1, the corresponding transition would be (t, (?m1, true), t′); if Coarse Processing 2

is used, the corresponding transition would be (t, (?m1, g
′), t′) where g′ ≡ ∃m2.id g, and after simplification,

g′ ≡ m1.id < 2.

Given a GA conversation protocol P , the web service composition generated using coarse-1 and coarse-2

processing algorithms are denoted as SPROJ,C1
P and SPROJ,C2

P , respectively. The following theorem reveals the

relationship between SPROJ,C1
P and SPROJ,C2

P .

Lemma 4.4: Given a conversation protocol P = 〈(P, M, Σ),A〉, and its projections SPROJ,C1
P and SPROJ,C2

P .

For each 1 ≤ i ≤ |P |, let AC1
i and AC2

i be the peer implementation of pi in SPROJ,C1
P and SPROJ,C2

P (resp.). Then,

the following holds: πi(L(P)) ⊆ L(AC2
i ) ⊆ L(AC1

i ).

Proof: For each transition (t, (m, g), t′), let g1 and g2 be the corresponding guards generated by Coarse

Processing 1 and Coarse Processing 2. Obviously, g ⇒ g2 ⇒ g1, where “ ⇒ ” is the boolean implication

operator. This fact immediately leads to the lemma.

C. Determinization of Guarded Automata

We now introduce a “determinization” algorithm for guarded automata, which is useful in the decision procedures

for realizability conditions. The “determinization” process consists of two steps: (1) eliminate ε-transitions from a

guarded automaton, and (2) determinize the resulting GA from step (1). The ε-transition elimination algorithm is

presented in Fig. 6, which is an extension of the ε-transition elimination for standard FSA.

One interesting part of the algorithm in Fig. 6 is the collection and handling of guards (lines 10 to 13). Note

that the transition (t, (m, g′), t′′) in line 11 is a replacement for a set of paths, where each path is a concatenation

of the transition (t, (m, g), t′) and an ε-path from t′ to t′′. It is not hard to see that the guard g′ should be the

conjunction of g and g′′ where g′′ is the disjunction of the conjunctions of guards along each ε-path from t′ to t′′.

Note that for each ε-transition, its guard is only a “transition condition” which does not affect the message instance

vector in a GA configuration. Hence it suffices to consider those non-redundant paths, and obviously the number

of non-redundant paths is finite. Thus the algorithm in Fig. 6 will always terminate.
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1. Procedure ElimGA (A): GA

2. Begin

3. Let A′ = (M, Σ, T, s, F, δ) be a copy of A.

4. For each t ∈ T Do

5. insert each t′ that is reachable from t via ε-paths in ε-closure(t).

6. End For

7. // let Υ(t, t′) be the set of non-redundant ε-paths from t to t′ .

8. // each transition in δ appears at most once in a non-redundant path.

9. // let cond(`) be the conjunction of all guards along a non-redundant path `.

10. For each transition (t, (m, g), t′) ∈ δ do

11. insert a transition (t, (m, g′), t′′) in δ for each t′′ in ε-closure(t′),

12. where g′ = g ∧ g′′ and g′′ =
W

`∈Υ(t′,t′′) cond(`).

13. End For

14. eliminate all ε-transitions from δ.

15. return A′ .

16. End

Fig. 6. ε-transitions Elimination for Guarded Automata

1. Procedure DeterminizeGA(A): GA

2. Begin

3. Let A′ = (M, Σ, T, s, F, δ) be a copy of ElimGA(A).

4. Mark all states in T as “unprocessed”.

5. For each “unprocessed” state t ∈ T Do

6. For each message class m ∈ M Do

7. Let {τ1, . . . , τk} include each transition τi = (t, (m, gi), t′i) which starts from t and sends m.

8. mark each τi as “toRemove”

9. For each c = `1 ∧ · · · ∧ `k where `i is gi or ḡi Do

10. If c is satisfiable Then

11. Let s′ be a new state name, include s′ in T .

12. include (t, (m, c), s′) in δ.

13. For each j ∈ [1..k] s.t. gj (instead of ḡj ) appears in c Do

14. For each transition τ ′ = (t′i, (m
′, g′), t′′j ) from t′i do

15. include (s′, (m′, g′), t′′j ) in δ

16. mark τ ′ as “toRemove”. mark t ′

i as “toRemove”.

17. End For

18. End For

19. End If

20. End For

21. End For

22. remove all states and transitions that are marked as “toRemove”.

23. End For

24. return A′ .

25. End

Fig. 7. Determinization of Guarded Automata

Fig. 7 presents the determinization algorithm for a Guarded Automaton. Note that the idea of the algorithm is

rather different than the determinization algorithm for a standard FSA. The key idea of the algorithm is the part
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shown in lines 9 to 20, where for each state and each message class, we collect all transitions for that message class,

enumerate every combination of guards, and generate a new transition for that combination. For example, suppose at

some state t, two transitions are collected for message class m, let their guards be g1 and g2 respectively. Four new

transitions will be generated for (resp.), and the two original transitions are removed from the transition relation. It is

not hard to see that for each word w ∈ L(A′), where A′ is the resulting GA, there exists one and only one run for w,

due to the enumeration of the combinations of guards. Since the procedure of enumerating guards and reassembling

states does not deviate from the semantics of the original guards(e.g., g1∧g2 ∨ g1∧ḡ2 ∨ ḡ1∧g2 ∨ ḡ1∧ḡ2 = g1∨v2),

each A is equivalent to its determinization A′ (after applying DeterminizeGA), i.e., L(A) = L(A′).

V. REALIZABILITY ANALYSIS OF FINITE CONTENT CONVERSATION PROTOCOLS

We now concentrate on the realizability analysis for the simplest case, the Finite Content (FC) conversation

protocols. The results directly follow the standard FSA case [7], [9]. We will use three sufficient conditions to

restrict the control flow of an FC conversation protocol. To introduce the first realizability condition, we need to

define the notion of operation join formally.

Given n peers and n languages L1, ..., Ln where for each i ∈ [1..n] : Li ⊆ Σ∗
i , the join of L1, ..., Ln is defined

as follows:

on (L1, ..., Ln) = {w | ∀i ∈ [1..n] : πi(w) ∈ Li}.

where πi(w) denotes the projection of the word w ∈ Σ∗ to Σi as defined earlier. For a language L ⊆ Σ∗, its join

closure is defined as: JOINC(L) =on (π1(L), ..., πn(L)).

Definition 5.1: A conversation protocol P satisfies the lossless join condition if L(P) = JOINC(L(P)).

Generally the lossless join condition requires a conversation protocol to be complete, in the sense that, when we

construct the join of its projections to all peers, the join should be exactly the same as the protocol. The second

condition, i.e., the synchronous compatibility condition, is defined as follows.

Definition 5.2: Let P = 〈(P, M, Σ),A〉 be a conversation protocol, and n = |P |. P is said to be synchronous

compatible if for each word w ∈ Σ∗ and each message α ∈ Σout
a ∩ Σin

b for a, b ∈ [1..n], the following holds:

(∀i ∈ [1..n], πi(w) ∈ πi(L
∗
�(A))) ∧ πa(wα) ∈ πa(L∗

�(A))

⇒ πb(wα) ∈ πb(L
∗
�(A)).

Here L∗
�(A) is the prefix language of A, i.e., L∗�(A) = {w | w is a prefix of w′, and w′ ∈ L(A)}. Intuitively,

the condition requires that, if we use the determinized projections of the protocol as peer implementations, when

these projections are composed synchronously, at any time (where w is the sequence of message exchanged), if a

peer a wants to send a message α, then peer b is in the state ready to accept α. Otherwise, the property is violated.

The third condition, i.e., autonomy condition, is defined as follows.

Definition 5.3: A conversation protocol P = 〈(P, M, Σ),A〉 is autonomous if for each peer pi ∈ P and for each

finite prefix w ∈ L∗�(A), at most one of the following three conditions hold: a) the next transitions of pi (including
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β
C�D [a’=1]αA�B

[ a’ = 1]

αA�B
[ a’ = 2]β

C�D [a’=2]

t1

t2

t3

t4

Fig. 8. The Conversation Protocol for Example 6.1

transitions that are reachable through ε-transitions) are all send operations, b) the next transitions of pi (including

transitions that are reachable through ε-transitions) are all receive operations, or c) pi is in a final state.

Theorem 5.1: An FC conversation protocol P is realizable by web service composition SPROJ
P if the lossless

join, synchronous compatible and autonomous conditions are satisfied.

Proof: Convert FC conversation protocol P to the equivalent FSA conversation protocol P ′ as shown in the

proof of Theorem 4.2. Based on [9], when the three realizability conditions are satisfied, P′ is realized by its

projected composition, which can be converted to SPROJ
P .

Unfortunately, we cannot state similar results for the IC conversation protocols. We suspect that even if an

IC conversation protocol satisfies these three realizability conditions (where the decision problem for these three

conditions may not even be decidable), there may not exist a finite control state system which realizes the protocol.

In the following sections we will describe other analysis techniques based on the realizability conditions listed

above which can be applied to both FC and IC conversation protocols.

VI. SKELETON ANALYSIS

This section investigates the feasibility of deciding if a conversation protocol is realizable by checking its abstract

control flows (called skeletons), without considering its data semantics. Note that the skeleton analysis works for

both FC and IC conversation protocols.

Definition 6.1: Given a GA A = (M, Σ, T, s, F, δ), its skeleton, denoted as skeleton(A), is a standard FSA

(M, T, s, F, δ′) where δ′ is obtained from δ by replacing each transition (s, (c, g), t) with (s, c, t).

Note that L(skeleton(A)) ⊆ M∗, while L(A) is a subset of Σ∗. For a conversation protocol P = 〈(P, M, Σ),A〉,

we can always construct an FSA conversation protocol 〈(P, M), skeleton(A)〉. We call this protocol the skeleton

protocol of P .

Now, one natural question is the following:

If the skeleton protocol of a conversation protocol is realizable, does this imply that the original protocol is

realizable?

The following is a counter example against the above conjecture.

Example 6.1: The conversation protocol shown in Fig. 8 has four peers A, B, C, D. There are two message

classes in the system: α from A to B and β from C to D. Both message classes have an attribute a. The protocol
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[ a’ = 1]
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γB�C   
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λA�C  
[ a’ = 2]

λA�C  
[ a’ = 3]

ϕC�B  
[ a’ = 3]

(b)

Fig. 9. The Conversation Protocols for Examples 6.2 and 6.3

specifies two possible conversations α(1)β(1), and β(2)α(2). Obviously, the skeleton protocol, which specifies the

desired conversation set {αβ, βα}, is realizable because it satisfies all the three realizability conditions. However,

the original protocol itself is not realizable, because any implementation that generates the specified conversations

will also generate the conversation β(1)α(1).

Example 6.2: Note that the skeleton of the example shown in Fig. 8 is lossless join, however the conversation

protocol itself is not. Fig. 9(a) shows an example where the protocol is lossless join, while its skeleton is not. There

are four peers A, B, C, D in Fig. 9(a), and all message classes contain a single attribute a. In the beginning, peer

D informs peer A and B about which path to take by the value of attribute a (1 for left branch or 2 for right

branch). Then A and B know who is going to send the last message (α or β), so there is no ambiguity. It can be

verified that the protocol is lossless join. However the skeleton of Fig. 9(a) is obviously not lossless join, because

ηγα is included in its join closure.

Example 6.3: If we make the message β in Fig. 8 from peer C to A, then the modified protocol is an example

which is not synchronous compatible, yet its skeleton is synchronous compatible. Fig. 9(b) shows another example,

where the conversation protocol itself is synchronous compatible however its skeleton is not, because after the

partial conversation λα, peer B is ready to send γ however peer C is not receptive to it.

The following propositions summarize the observations from Examples 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3.

Proposition 6.4: A conversation protocol may be realizable (lossless join, synchronous compatible, autonomous)

while its skeleton protocol is not realizable (lossless join, synchronous compatible, autonomous).

Proposition 6.5: A conversation protocol may not be realizable (lossless join, synchronous compatible, au-

tonomous) when its skeleton protocol is realizable (lossless join, synchronous compatible, autonomous).

The above propositions suggest that we cannot tell if a conversation protocol is realizable or not, based on the

properties of its skeleton protocol. However, in the following we will show that with an additional condition we

can use the properties of a protocol’s skeleton to reason about its realizability.
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A. Skeleton Analysis

We now introduce a fourth realizability condition to restrict a conversation protocol so that it can be realized by

SPROJ
P , SPROJ,C1

P , and SPROJ,C2
P when its skeleton satisfies the three realizability conditions discussed above.

Definition 6.2: Let P = 〈(P, M, Σ),A〉 be a conversation protocol where A = (M, Σ, T, s, F, δ). P is said to

satisfy the deterministic guards condition if for each pair of transitions (t1, (m1, g1), t
′
1) and (t2, (m2, g2), t

′
2), g1

must be equivalent to g2, when the following conditions hold:

1) m1 = m2, and

2) Let pi be the sender of m1. There exists two words w ∈ L(A∗) and w′ ∈ L(A∗) where a partial run of

w reaches t1, and a partial run of w′ reaches t2, and πi(πTYPE(w)) = πi(πTYPE(w′)). Here πTYPE of a

conversation casts the conversation to a sequence of message classes, which one to one corresponds to the

messages in the conversation.

Intuitively, the deterministic guards condition requires that for each peer, according to the conversation protocol,

when it is about to send out a message, the guard that is used to compute the contents of the message is uniquely

decided by the sequence of message classes (note, not message contents) exchanged by the peer in the past.

The decision procedure for the deterministic guards condition proceeds as follows: given a conversation protocol

P , obtain its coarse-1 projected composition SPROJ,C1
P . Let SPROJ,C1

P = 〈(P, M, Σ),A1, . . . ,An〉. For each i ∈

[1..n], regard Ai as a standard FSA, and get its equivalent deterministic FSA (let it be A′
i). Now each state t in

A′
i corresponds to a set of states in Ai, and let it be represented by T (t). We examine each state t in A′

i, for each

message class c ∈ M , we collect the guards of the transitions that start from a state in T (t) and send message with

class c. We require that all guards collected for a state/message class pair (t,c) should be equivalent.

Example 6.6: The conversation protocol in Fig. 8 violates the deterministic guards condition, because (intuitively)

peer A has two different guards when sending out α at the initial stage. Formally, to show that the deterministic

guards condition is violated, we can find two transitions (t1, (α, [a′ = 1]), t2) and (t3, (α, [a′ = 2]), t4)), and

two words w = ε and w′ = β(2). Since a run of w reaches t1, a run of w′ reaches t3, and πA(πTYPE(w)) =

πA(πTYPE(w′)) = ε, by Definition 6.2, the guards of the two transitions should be equivalent. However, they are

not equivalent, and this leads to the violation of the deterministic guards condition.

Theorem 6.7: A conversation protocol P is realized by SPROJ,C1
P , SPROJ,C2

P , and SPROJ
P if it satisfies the

deterministic guards condition, and its skeleton protocol satisfies the lossless join, synchronous compatibility and

autonomy conditions.

Proof: Let SD,PROJ,C1
P be the web service composition generated from SPROJ,C1

P by determinizing each peer

and collecting guards as in the check of the deterministic guards condition. We show that L(P) = C(SD,PROJ,C1
P ).

Other results such as L(P) = C(SPROJ,C2
P ) and L(P) = C(SPROJ

P ) can be directly inferred from Lemma 4.4 and

the L(P) = C(SD,PROJ,C1
P ) we are about to prove.

First, we argue that if the skeleton protocol satisfies the synchronous compatibility and autonomy conditions,

then during any (complete or partial) run of SD,PROJ,C1
P , each message is consumed “eagerly”, i.e., when the input
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queue is not empty, a peer never sends out a message or terminates. This argument can be proved by contradiction.

Assume there is a partial run against this argument , i.e., we can find a corresponding partial run of the skeleton

composition of SD,PROJ,C1
P (which consists of the skeletons of each peer of SD,PROJ,C1

P ) where a message class

is not consumed eagerly (without loss of generality, suppose this is the shortest one). Then there must be a pair

of consecutive configurations where a peer i has a message at the head of its queue and it sends a message rather

than receiving the message. Due to synchronous compatible condition we know that the peer i should be able to

receive the message at the head of the queue immediately after it was sent. We also know that due to autonomy

condition peer i can only execute receive transitions if it has one receive transition from a configuration. Then,

sending a message will violate these conditions and create a contradiction. Hence we conclude that each message

class is consumed eagerly.

Now it suffices to show that C(SD,PROJ,C1
P ) ⊆ L(P), as L(P) ⊆ C(SD,PROJ,C1

P ) is obvious. Let P = 〈(P, M, Σ),

A〉 and let SD,PROJ,C1
P = 〈(P, M, Σ),A1, . . . ,An〉. Given a word w ∈ C(SD,PROJ,C1

P ), and γ be the corresponding

run, we can always construct a run γ ′ of A to recognize w. Since πi(w) is accepted by each peer Ai, πi(πTYPE(w))

is accepted by skeleton(Ai). Because skeleton(A) is lossless join, it follows that πTYPE(w) is accepted by

skeleton(A), and let T : τ1τ2 . . . τ|w| be the path of skeleton(A) traversed to accept πTYPE(w). Since each transition

in skeleton(A) is the result of dropping the guard of a corresponding transition, we can have a corresponding path T ′

in A by restoring message contents. Notice that we can always do so because in each step, the global configuration

allows the guards to be evaluated as if it is executed synchronously. This results from the fact that whenever a

message is to be sent, its contents always depend on the latest copies of arrived messages, because queue is empty,

and every input message which causally happens before it has already been consumed.

Based on Theorem 6.7, we obtain a light-weight realizability analysis for conversation protocols. We check the

first three realizability conditions on the skeleton of a conversation protocol (i.e, without considering the guards), and

then examine the fourth realizability condition by syntactically checking the guards (but actually without analyzing

their data semantics).

VII. SYMBOLIC ANALYSIS

Sometimes skeleton analysis may be too coarse and fail to show the realizability of a realizable conversation

protocol. For example, Fig. 10(a) is a realizable alternating bit protocol, however, the skeleton analysis fails to

show that it is realizable. The conversation protocol shown in Fig. 10(a) consists of two peers A and B. Message

class α is a request, and message class β is an acknowledgment. Both message classes contain an “id” attribute.

Message class γ is the end-conversation notification. The protocol states that the id attribute of requests from A

alternates between 0 and 1, and every acknowledgment β must match the id.

Let Aa,Ab,Ac be the three conversation protocols shown in Fig. 10. It is not hard to see that, the projection

of skeleton(Aa) to peer A does not satisfy the autonomy condition, because at state 3, there are both input and

output transitions. However, Aa is actually autonomous. If we explore each configuration of Aa, we get Ab, the
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Fig. 10. Alternating Bit Protocol

“equivalent” conversation protocol of Aa. The pair of values associated with each state in Ab stands for the id

attribute of α and β. It is obvious that Ab satisfies the autonomy condition, and hence Aa should satisfy autonomy

as well. In fact to prove that Aa is autonomous we do not even have to explore each of its configurations like Ab.

As we will show later, it suffices to show Ac is autonomous. Finally notice that L(Aa) = L(Ab) = L(Ac).

A. Analysis of Autonomy Using Iterative Refinement

The examples in Fig. 10 motivates analyzing the autonomous condition using iterative refinement: Given a

conversation protocol A, we can first check its skeleton. If the skeleton analysis fails, we can refine the protocol

(e.g. refine Aa and get Ac), and apply the skeleton analysis on the refined protocol. We can repeat this procedure

until we reach the most refined protocol which actually plots the transition graph of the configurations of the original

protocol (such as Ab to Aa). In the following, we first present the theoretical background for the analysis of the

autonomy condition using iterative refinement.

This analysis is based on the notion of simulation, which is defined below. A transition system is a tuple

(M, T, s, ∆) where M is the set of labels, T is the set of states, s the initial state, and ∆ the transition relation.

Generally a transition system can be regarded as an FSA (or an infinite state system) without final states. On

the other hand, a standard FSA (M, T, s, F, ∆) can be regarded as a transition system of (M, T, s, ∆); and a

GA (M, Σ, T, s, F, ∆) can be regarded as a transition system of the form (Σ, T ′, s′, ∆′) where T ′ contains all

configurations of the GA, and ∆′ defines the derivation relation between configurations.

Definition 7.1: A transition system A′ = (M ′, T ′, s′, ∆′) is said to simulate another A = (M, T, s, ∆), written

as A � A′, if there exists a mapping ρ : T → T ′ and % : M → M ′ such that for each (s, m, t) in ∆ there is a

(ρ(s), %(m), ρ(t)) in ∆′. Two transition systems A and A′ are said to be equivalent, written as A ' A′, if A � A′

and A′ � A.
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Procedure AnalyzeAutonomy(A): List

Begin

A′ = DeterminizeGA(A)

While true do

If skeleton of A′ is autonomous Then return null

Find a pair (s, (m1, g1), t1), (s, (m2, g2), t2) violating the autonomy

(A′ ,trace) = Refine(A′ , (s, (m1, g1), t1), (s, (m2, g2), t2))

If trace 6= null Then return trace

End While

End

Fig. 11. Iterative Analysis

Example 7.1: For the three conversation protocols Aa,Ab,Ac in Fig. 10, the following is true:

skeleton(Ab) � skeleton(Ac) � skeleton(Aa)

For example, in the simulation relation skeleton(Ac) � skeleton(Aa), ρ maps states 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 in skeleton(Ac)

to states 1, 2, 3, 3, 4 of skeleton(Aa) respectively, and % is the identity function which maps each message class to

itself. For another example, Aa � skeleton(Aa), and Aa ' Ab ' Ac.

Intuitively when A � A′, each word accepted by A has a corresponding word accepted by A′, and A′ can

contain “more” words than A. It is not hard to infer the following lemma.

Lemma 7.2: For any GA A, A � skeleton(A).

Proof: We can construct the mappings from A to its skeleton. Since a configuration of A is of the form

(t, ~m) where t records the local state and ~m is a vector of message instances for each message class. For each

configuration c = (t, ~m), ρ(c) = t, and for each message m, %(m) = TYPE(m) .

Lemma 7.3: For each GA A = (M, Σ, T, s, F, ∆) on a finite alphabet Σ, there is a standard FSA on alphabet Σ

such that A ' A′.

Proof: This lemma directly follows Theorem 4.2.

Theorem 7.4: If A � A′ and A′ is autonomous, then A is autonomous.

Proof: The proof follows directly from the fact that each run of A has a corresponding run in A′. If during

each run of A′, autonomy condition is not violated, obviously any run of A will not violate it either.

Lemma 7.2 and Theorem 7.4 immediately leads to the following.

Corollary 7.5: A GA is autonomous if its skeleton is autonomous.

Based on Corollary 7.5 we have an error-trace guided symbolic analysis algorithm (procedure AnalyzeAutonomy

in Fig. 11). If the input GA is autonomous, AnalyzeAutonomy returns null; otherwise it returns the error trace

which is a list of configurations. AnalyzeAutonomy starts from the input GA, and refines incrementally. During each

cycle, procedure AnalyzeAutonomy analyzes the skeleton of the current GA A′. If the skeleton is autonomous,

by Corollary 7.5, AnalyzeAutonomy simply returns and reports that the input GA is autonomous; otherwise,
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Procedure Refine(A, (s, (m1, g1), t1), (s, (m2, g2), t2)) : (GA, List)

Begin

If (Pre(g1) ∧ Pre(g2)) is satisfiable then

Path = FindPath(A, s, Pre(g1) ∧ Pre(g2))

If Path 6= null then return (null,Path)

End If

Let A′ = (M ′, T ′, s′

0, F ′, ∆′) be a copy of A

T ′ = T ′ − {s} + {s1, s2}, F ′ = F ′ − {s} + {s1, s2} if s ∈ F ′

Substitute each (t, (mj , gj ), s) in ∆′ with

(t, (mj , gj), s1) and (t, (mj , gj), s2)

Substitute each (s, (mj , gj ), t) in ∆′ s.t. mj 6= m1 and mj 6= m2 with

(s1, (mj , gj), t) and (s2, (mj , gj ), t)

Substitute (s, (m1, g1), t1) in ∆′ with (s1, (m1, g1), t1)

Substitute (s, (m2, g2), t2) in ∆′ with (s2, (m2, g2), t2)

Remove all unreachable transitions

return (A′ ,null)

End

Fig. 12. Refinement of Guarded Automata

AnalyzeAutonomy identifies a pair of input/output transitions which start from the same state and lead to the

violation the autonomy. For example, when analysis is applied to the skeleton of Fig. 10(a), the two transitions

starting at state 3 will be identified. Then procedure Refine is invoked to refine the current GA. This refinement

process continues until the input GA is proved to be autonomous or an concrete error trace is found.

1) Refining a Guarded Automaton: We present the algorithm to refine a Guarded Automaton in Fig. 12. The

input of Refine are two transitions (with guards g1 and g2 respectively) which leads to the violation of autonomy

on the skeleton. Refine will try to refine the current GA by splitting the source state of these two transitions. If

refinement succeeds, the refined GA is returned; otherwise, a concrete error trace is returned to show that the input

GA is not autonomous.

The first step of Refine is to compute the conjunction of the precondition of the two guards, i.e., Pre(g1)∧Pre(g2).

If the conjunction is satisfiable, it means that there is a possibility that at some configuration both transitions are

enabled. Then we call procedure FindPath to find a concrete error trace, which will be explained later. In the case

where the conjunction is not satisfiable, we can proceed to the refinement task. We split the source state of the two

transitions into two states, and modify the transitions accordingly. Finally we eliminate transitions that cannot be

reached during any execution of the GA.

Example 7.6: When procedure Refine is applied to Fig. 10(a), and the two transitions starting at state 3, it

first compute the conjunction of two preconditions: α.id 6= β.id ∧ α.id = β.id. Obviously the conjunction is not

satisfiable. Then state 3 is split into two states, (state 3 and 4 in Fig. 10(c)), and transitions are modified accordingly.

Finally, unreachable transitions (dotted arrows in Fig. 10(c)) are removed, and we get the GA in Fig. 10(c).

The precondition operator Pre is a standard operator in symbolic model checking, in which, all primed variables

are eliminated using existential quantifier elimination. For example given a constraint g as “a = 1 ∧ b′ = 1”, its
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precondition is Pre(g) = ∃a′∃b′(a = 1 ∧ b′ = 1), which is equivalent to “a = 1”.

2) Generating a Concrete Error Trace: We present the algorithm to locate a concrete error trace in Fig. 13.

Procedure FindPath has three inputs: a GA A, a state s in A, and a symbolic constraint g. FindPath will locate an

error trace (a list of configurations) which starts from the initial state of A, and finally reaches s in a configuration

satisfying constraint g.

Procedure FindPath(A, s, g): List

Begin

Let A = (M, T, s0, F, ∆)

Let T be
S

(si,(mj ,gk),s`)∈∆ gk ∧ state = si ∧ state′ = s`

Stack path = new Stack()

Let g be re-assigned as g ∧ state = s

g′ = false

stack.push(g)

While g 6= g′ and g ∧ state = s0 is not satisfiable do

g′ = g

g = (∃M′ (gM/M′ ∧ T )) ∨ g′

path.push(g)

End While

If g ∧ state = s0 is not satisfiable Then

return null

Else

path = reverse order of path

List ret = new List()

cvalue = a concrete value of path[1]

For i =1 to |path| do

ret.append(cvalue)

cvalue = a concrete value in (∃M cvalue ∧ T )M′/M

End For

return ret

End If

End

Fig. 13. Generation of a Concrete Error Trace

The algorithm of FindPath is a variation of the standard symbolic backward reachability analysis in model

checking techniques. The procedure starts with the construction of a symbolic transition system T , based on the

control flow as well as data semantics of A. Then given the initial constraint g, the main loop computes the

constraint which generates g via transition system T . The loop terminates when it reaches the initial configuration,

or it reaches a fixed point.

Example 7.7: If we redefine the guard g2 as α.id = β.id ⇒ β.id′ = α.id. When procedure Refine is called

on Fig. 10(a), the conjunction of preconditions of g1 and g2, i.e., α.id = β.id, is satisfiable. Hence procedure

FindPath is called with input Fig. 10(a), state 3, and constraint α.id = β.id ∧ state = s3. The while loop of

FindPath eventually includes in variable path the following constraints:

1) α.id = β.id ∧ state = s3.
2) α.id = 1 ∧ state = s2.
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3) state = s1.

Then the order of path is reversed, and a concrete value constraint cvalue is randomly generated which satisfies

constraint state = s1 and each message attribute has an exact value in cvalue, for example, let cvalue be α.id =

1 ∧ β.id = 0, then the list ret will record the following constraints:

1) α.id = 1 ∧ β.id = 0 ∧ state = s1.
2) α.id = 1 ∧ β.id = 0 ∧ state = s2.
3) α.id = 1 ∧ β.id = 1 ∧ state = s3.

Obviously the sequence of constraints in ret captures an error trace leading to the state 3 which violates the

autonomy condition.

Complexity of the algorithms in Fig. 11, Fig. 12, and Fig. 13 depends on the data domains associated with

the input GA. When the message alphabet of a guarded conversation protocol is finite, algorithms in Fig. 12 are

guaranteed to terminate. For infinite domains, a constant loop limit can be used to terminate Procedure FindPath

by force, which will result in a conservative analysis algorithm.

B. Symbolic Analysis of Synchronous Compatibility

One natural question is: do we have similar iterative analysis algorithms for the lossless join and synchronous

compatibility conditions? The answer is negative, because of Propositions 6.4 and 6.5. However, we do have

“conservative” symbolic analyses for these two conditions. In the following, we first discuss the symbolic analysis

for synchronous compatibility.

Recall the algorithm to check synchronous compatibility of an FSA conversation protocol. We project the protocol

to each peer and determinize them (including ε-transition elimination), and then construct the Cartesian product

from these deterministic projections. Then we check whether each state in the product is an illegal state (where

some peer is not receptive to a message that another peer is ready to send). Note that determinization is a necessary

step, otherwise the algorithm will not work.

The analysis of synchronous compatibility for a GA conversation protocol follows exactly the same procedure.

But note that, we have to discuss two different cases on GA conversation protocols with finite or infinite domains.

Given an FC conversation protocol P , we can always construct its exact equivalent FSA conversation protocol

(let it be P ′), and use the synchronous compatibility analysis for standard FSA protocols to analyze P ′. However,

for IC conversation protocols we might not be able to do so, because there may not exist projections for IC

conversation protocols. In the following, we introduce a “conservative” symbolic analysis for the synchronous

compatible condition.

Given an IC (or FC) conversation protocol P , we can project it to each peer using coarse projection (either Coarse

Processing 1 or Coarse Processing 2 in Fig. 5). Then we determinize each peer in SPROJ,C1
P (or SPROJ,C2

P ) using

the DeterminizeGA in Fig. 7. We construct the Cartesian product of those determinized GA using the algorithm

presented in Section 4. If no illegal state is found, the IC conversation protocol P is synchronous compatible;

however, this method is conservative, i.e., if an illegal state is found, P might still be synchronous compatible,

because a coarse projection accepts a superset of the language accepted by the exact projection.
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C. Symbolic Analysis of Lossless Join

Similar to the analysis of synchronous compatibility, for an FC conversation protocol, we can always construct

its equivalent FSA conversation protocol and apply the lossless join check for FSA conversation protocols. Now

we discuss a conservative and symbolic analysis for IC as well as FC conversation protocols.

Recall that each GA A can be regarded as a transition system, and can be represented symbolically. Let T (A)

denote the symbolic transition system derived from A. From the initial configuration of A, we can compute all the

reachable configurations of T (A), and let set of reachable configurations be SA. Given A1 and A2, the following

statement is true:

(SA1 ∧ T (A1) ⇒ SA2 ∧ T (A2)) ⇒ (L(A1) ⊆ L(A2)) (1)

Intuitively, Equation 1 means that if A2 as a transition system is a superset of A1, i.e., for any reachable

configuration, there are more enabled transitions in T (A2) than T (A1), then L(A2) should be a superset of

L(A1).

Equation 1 naturally implies the symbolic analysis algorithm. Given a conversation protocol P (with finite or

infinite domains), let its GA specification be A. We can project A using coarse projection. Then construct the

Cartesian product of SPROJ,C1
P (or SPROJ,C2

P ), and let it be A′. Then we construct T (A), T (A′), and compute SA

and SA′

. Finally if (SA′

∧ T (A′)) ⇒ (SA ∧ T (A)), we can conclude that P is lossless join.

The above symbolic analysis algorithm is decidable when the domain is finite. When P has an infinite domain,

we can simply use the approximate closure of SA and SA′

, and it is still a conservative algorithm.

D. Hybrid Analyses

Up to now, we have introduced a range of techniques to analyze each of the realizability conditions. The most

light-weight analysis is the skeleton analysis. However, this approach may not be very precise. One possibility is

to use symbolic analyses to improve skeleton analysis. Given a GA-conversation protocol P , we can first check the

autonomy condition using the iterative refinement algorithm. If P is proved to be autonomous, we can apply the

skeleton analysis on the refined protocol obtained in the iterative analysis. When the skeleton analysis succeeds, P

is guaranteed to be realized by SPROJ,C1
P , SPROJ,C2

P , and SPROJ
P .

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we presented results on the realizability analysis for conversation protocols with message contents.

We presented a guarded automata model for specifying conversation protocols with message contents. The realizabil-

ity analysis in the guarded automata model is more complex than the realizability analysis of conversation protocols

without message contents. We showed that, the realizability of the “skeleton” of a conversation protocol does not

imply the realizability of the conversation protocol itself. Only by enforcing an additional condition, we are able to

identify some classes of realizable conversation protocols. In addition, the size of the domain of message classes

can significantly affect the efficiency and the theoretical characteristics of the realizability analysis. Finite domain
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conversation protocols are shown to have exact projections, however, the same argument does not hold for infinite

domain conversation protocols. We showed that skeleton analysis may not be precise enough—some realizable

conversation protocols cannot be shown to be realizable with this analysis. We proposed the refined symbolic

realizability analysis for all realizability conditions, which can improve both the accuracy and the efficiency of the

analysis.

The skeleton realizability analysis presented in this paper has been implemented as a part of the Web Service

Analysis Tool (WSAT) [12]. In Fig. 14, we present the general architecture of WSAT. The front-end of WSAT

accepts industry web service standards such as WSDL [22] and BPEL [2]. The core analysis engine of WSAT

is based on the intermediate representation GA. The back-end employs model checker SPIN [15] for verification.

At the front-end, a translation algorithm from BPEL4WS to GA is implemented, and support for other languages

can be added without changing the analysis and the verification modules of the tool. At the core analysis part,

realizability analysis and another similar analysis called “synchronizability analysis” are implemented to avoid the

undecidability caused by asynchronous communication. At the back-end, translation algorithms are implemented

from GA to Promela, the input language of SPIN. Based on the results of the realizability and the synchronizability

analyses, the LTL verification at the back-end can be performed using the synchronous communication semantics

instead of asynchronous communication semantics.

We applied WSAT to a range of examples, including six conversation protocols converted from the IBM

Conversation Support Project [16], five BPEL4WS services from BPEL4WS standard and Collaxa.com, and the

SAS from [10]. We applied the synchronizability and the realizability analyses to these examples, and except for

two conversation protocols, all examples were shown to be either realizable or synchronizable. This implies that

the sufficient conditions in our realizability analysis are not restrictive and they are able to capture most practical

applications.
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